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Due to her incredible good looks, Ashley Massaro was one of the top Divas in the company during her stay,
and has one of the best spreads in Playboy history. It showed in her steaming hot pictorial in the July edition
of Raw Magazine in Another outsider magazine photographing a WWE Diva with ropes! Her appearance on
the show helped score her this cover of Stuff Magazine, her second with the publication. But Sable can of
course. Her issue in April of proved to be such a big hit, that Hugh Hefner had the blonde bombshell back just
five months later in the September issue. Sadly by the time this issue came out, Sable was out of the WWE.
Over two years absent from professional wrestling, major magazines still wanted a piece of the blonde beauty,
as she and those and-a-half-inch legs of hers scored the cover of Maxim Magazine in late And yes, the spread
inside is even hotter. Seriously, take a look at the cover Wait, you even still reading this? Torrie Wilson
appears on the list yet again and she will one more time. Two out of five make this list, and Terri Runnels is
the first. The difference between Ivory and the rest of the Divas during her stay with the company, is that she
came in as a wrestler, more focused on putting on a good match than showing off that perfect body of hers.
But when she had to, she literally blew all the other Divas out of the water! Two covers in one month? And
the reason this one makes the list out of all her other MuscleMag covers? With her trademark high rising
thong, she led the way for future covers to come. And after staring at both covers for way too long, the number
two slot on this list is a tie. Can you really blame us? This may have been the only time in your life when
double dipping was acceptable. Not only is the spread inside a feast for the eyes, the cover alone could top any
Playboy list if you ask our opinion.
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History[ edit ] WWE Magazine has gone through many incarnations throughout the years. It was originally
known as WWF Victory Magazine from its debut issue in [3] through the third issue of publication. WWF
Magazine would continue to be bi-monthly until June , in which it would become a monthly operation and a
staple of the WWF for the next decade. For several years, WWF Magazine operated as a kayfabe magazine;
stories included biographies of wrestlers and feuds , as well as previews of upcoming events, editorials, and
other features targeted at younger audiences; excerpts from letters to the editor, mainly from fans commenting
on the wrestlers and angles, were also published. In April , the WWF decided to create a second magazine
called Raw Magazine, which became a focus on behind the scenes activity, focusing on wrestlers real life
profiles. Magazine, and would focus solely on the SmackDown! The new WWE Magazine was designed to
move away from being solely a wrestling magazine. On July 31, , it was announced that WWE Magazine
would cease production due to budget cuts as well as a decline in circulation. The last issue October would be
available on September 16, Breaking kayfabe[ edit ] On very rare occasions, kayfabe would be broken; such
instances would be if a wrestler had died or if the topic had such far-reaching interest to WWF fans that it
could not be ignored. Although one lengthy column focusing on Superstar Billy Graham was published, the
feature did not appear again. Features a memorable match from WWE Raw. A match is spotlighted using stats
and well-known insight. Usually from the last Pay Per View before the issue is published. A heel Superstar,
Diva, tag team, authority figure, manager, or announcer is profiled with an accompanying photo of the
featured heel holding the "Jerk of the Month" trophy which is a bronze boot previously, the heel wore a belt. It
replaced the police mugshots beginning with the May issue. What would happen if two Superstars switch
places? A Superstar talks about his recent trip in comic book form. An interview with an up-and-coming
Superstar. Dream matches pitting Superstars against past greats are spotlighted. Superstars discuss their
unique scars. Superstars reveal the contents of their lockers. Superstars display items from past Superstars. A
Superstar describes each Superstar in just one word. Veterans Superstars reflect on their WWE careers.
Letters, photos, and artwork submitted from the fans are published. Superstars offer eating and dieting tips.
Superstars discuss their fitness regimens. A different Diva is profiled. The photos are from WWE. A quiz
pertaining to a particular subject is featured. An interview with a veteran Superstar. Recapping the past events
in WWE. See what a Superstar or Diva does before his or her match. It is still being published in the United
Kingdom though the US edition is no longer being published.
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Got the issue yesterday and in it, John Laurinaitis was voted the Jerk of the Month. Usually it's wrestlers who get to be
named JOTM, but it's nice to see a heel GM get the honor for a change.

McMahon, who was a successful boxing promoter, began working with Tex Rickard in With the help of
Rickard, he began promoting boxing and wrestling at the third Madison Square Garden. It was not the first
time McMahon had promoted wrestling cards , as he had already done so during the s. He lost the
championship to Bruno Sammartino a month later on May 17, , after suffering a heart attack a week before the
match. Capitol operated the WWWF in a conservative manner compared to other pro wrestling territories: The
younger McMahon bought Capitol from his father in , effectively seizing control of the company. Seeking to
make the WWF the premier wrestling promotion in the country, and eventually, the world, he began an
expansion process that fundamentally changed the wrestling business. This angered other promoters and
disrupted the well-established boundaries of the different wrestling promotions, eventually ending the territory
system, which was in use since the founding of the NWA in the s. In addition, the company used income
generated by advertising, television deals, and tape sales to secure talent from rival promoters. In an interview
with Sports Illustrated , McMahon noted: In the old days, there were wrestling fiefdoms all over the country,
each with its own little lord in charge. Each little lord respected the rights of his neighboring little lord. No
takeovers or raids were allowed. There were maybe 30 of these tiny kingdoms in the U. I, of course, had no
allegiance to those little lords. The WWF would tour nationally in a venture that would require a huge capital
investment, one that placed the WWF on the verge of financial collapse. WrestleMania was a major success,
and was and still is marketed as the Super Bowl of professional wrestling. The concept of a wrestling
supercard was nothing new in North America; the NWA had begun running Starrcade a few years prior. He
invited celebrities such as Mr. The s "Wrestling Boom" peaked with the WrestleMania III pay-per-view at the
Pontiac Silverdome in , which set an attendance record of 93,, a record that stood for 29 years until
WrestleMania Subsequently, a new Titan Sports, Inc. This was followed by allegations of sexual harassment
by WWF employees the following year. Austin was slowly brought in as the new face of the company despite
being promoted as an antihero , starting with his " Austin 3: On May 6, , Titan Sports, Inc. NBC walked out on
the venture after only one season, but McMahon intended to continue alone. With this purchase, WWF now
became by far the largest wrestling promotion in the world. Although mainly caused by an unfavorable ruling
in its dispute with the World Wildlife Fund regarding the "WWF" initialism, the company noted it provided an
opportunity to emphasize its focus on entertainment. WWE noted that their new company model was put into
effect with the relaunch of Tough Enough , being a nonâ€”scripted program contrary to the scripted nature of
professional wrestling and with the launch of the WWE Network at the time scheduled to launch in ; later
pushed back to However, the legal name of the company remains as World Wrestling Entertainment, Inc.
This was dubbed as the " brand extension ". Beginning in a draft lottery was held nearly every year to set the
rosters, with the first draft to determine the inaugural split rosters, and subsequent drafts designed to refresh
the rosters of each show. The new ECW program aired until February 16, Reunification Beginning with the
August 29, episode of Raw, it was announced that Raw would feature talent from both Raw and SmackDown,
and would be known as Raw Supershow the "Supershow" suffix would be dropped on July 23, A draft took
place to determine which wrestlers would appear on what show. SmackDown also moved from Thursdays to
Tuesday nights, which began on July 19 the night of the aforementioned draft , and airs live instead of the
previous pre-recorded format. WWE currently has over wrestlers both male and female under various forms of
contract, and stages over events a year around the world. The fan base is referred to as "the WWE Universe".
The contract with NBCUniversal expires in Each episode will be 20 minutes long and will air at 10 p.
Goldfarb, President of Fullbridge, Inc. They are not permitted to appear or perform for another promotion,
unless special arrangements are made beforehand. A study by the University of Louisville Law Review found
that after applying the Internal Revenue Service IRS factor test, 16 factors "clearly indicate that wrestlers are
employees". However, as a result of WWE terming them as independent contractors, "the wrestlers are denied
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countless benefits to which they would otherwise be entitled". In , wrestlers were subjected to independent
testing for anabolic steroids for the first time. Ten professional wrestlers were suspended for violating the
Wellness Policy after reports emerged they were all customers of Signature Pharmacy in Orlando, Florida.
According to a statement attributed to WWE attorney Jerry McDevitt, an eleventh wrestler was later added to
the suspension list. Hassan Assad was diagnosed with Wolffâ€”Parkinsonâ€”White syndrome , [86] which can
be potentially fatal if gone undiagnosed. The ailment was discovered while Assad was going through a routine
Wellness Policy checkup. On September 13, , WWE updated their list of banned substances to include muscle
relaxers. Nailz testified that McMahon had ordered him to use steroids, but his credibility was called into
question during his testimony as he repeatedly stated that he "hated" McMahon. The jury would later acquit
McMahon of the charges and he resumed his role in the day-to day operations of the WWF. This led to a
series of lawsuits filed by both companies as the Monday Night War heated up. The lawsuit went on for years,
ending with a settlement in The suit alleged that Wittenstein violated a non-disclosure agreement and shared
confidential information with the WWE which represented a comparative advantage in negotiating with
wrestling talent under contract with TNA. WWF broke kayfabe by having television commentator Jim Ross
repeatedly tell those watching live on pay-per-view that what had just transpired was not a wrestling angle or
storyline and that Hart was hurt badly, emphasizing the seriousness of the situation. The cause of death was
later revealed to be internal bleeding from blunt force trauma. The WWF management controversially chose to
continue the event. In , fifteen years after his death, the WWE Network aired the event for the first time. A
small photo tribute is shown before the start informing fans that Hart died during the original broadcast. All
footage of Hart was edited out of the event. Under the agreement, Titan had agreed to cease using the written
acronym "WWF" in connection with its wrestling promotion, and to minimize though not eliminate spoken
uses of "WWF" on its broadcasts, particularly in scripted comments. Furthermore, the company could still
make use of the full "World Wrestling Federation" and "World Wrestling Federation Entertainment" names
without consequence. Here Comes The Pain. The case was resolved on both sides with a settlement that saw
WWE purchase the catalogue outright in January The court ruled that Warrior was legally entitled to use the
gimmick, costuming, face paint designs, and mannerisms of the "Warrior" character. The DVD featured clips
of his more notable feuds and matches along with commentary from WWE stars past and present most of
which are unflattering. He made comments about the victims of Hurricane Katrina referring to them as "poor,
mostly black New Orleanians without cars. During his induction, he mentioned that WWE should create an
award to honor those behind the scenes called the Jimmy Miranda Award, named after a long time WWE
employee who died. Layfield admitted to hazing Miz and said that he did not regret doing so. WWE addressed
my behavior and I responded accordingly, yet my past is being brought up because of recent unfounded
rumors. Warehouses where WWE holds classic wrestling gears, props, and equipment.
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This incarnation of the magazine contains lifestyle sections, a monthly calendar, entertainment, work out tips,
and other information. It was announced in July that after thirty years, the magazine would cease production,
although special issues would continue to be published. It was originally known as WWF Victory Magazine
from its debut issue in [3] through the third issue of publication. WWF Magazine would continue to be
bi-monthly until June , in which it would become a monthly operation and a staple of the WWF for the next
decade. For several years, WWF Magazine operated as a kayfabe magazine; stories included biographies of
wrestlers and feuds , as well as previews of upcoming events, editorials, and other features targeted at younger
audiences; excerpts from letters to the editor, mainly from fans commenting on the wrestlers and angles, were
also published. In April , the WWF decided to create a second magazine called Raw Magazine, which became
a focus on behind the scenes activity, focusing on wrestlers real life profiles. Magazine, and would focus
solely on the SmackDown! The new WWE Magazine was designed to move away from being solely a
wrestling magazine. In the May issue, a new "Jerk of the Month" belt debuted with Daniel Bryan wearing the
belt in the issue. It replaced the police mugshots which had been featured since the May issue. It was later
replaced with a trophy. The last issue October would be available on September 16, Breaking kayfabe On
very rare occasions, kayfabe would be broken; such instances would be if a wrestler had died or if the topic
had such far-reaching interest to WWF fans that it could not be ignored. Although one lengthy column
focusing on Superstar Billy Graham was published, the feature did not appear again. Features a memorable
match from WWE Raw. A match is spotlighted using stats and well-known insight. Usually from the last Pay
Per View before the issue is published. A heel Superstar, Diva, tag team, authority figure, manager, or
announcer is profiled with an accompanying photo of the featured heel holding the "Jerk of the Month" trophy
which is a bronze boot previously, the heel wore a belt. It replaced the police mugshots beginning with the
May issue. What would happen if two Superstars switch places? A Superstar talks about his recent trip in
comic book form. An interview with an up-and-coming Superstar. Dream matches pitting Superstars against
past greats are spotlighted. Superstars discuss their unique scars. Superstars reveal the contents of their
lockers. Superstars display items from past Superstars. A Superstar describes each Superstar in just one word.
Veterans Superstars reflect on their WWE careers. Letters, photos, and artwork submitted from the fans are
published. Superstars offer eating and dieting tips. Superstars discuss their fitness regimens. A different Diva
is profiled. The photos are from WWE. A quiz pertaining to a particular subject is featured. An interview with
a veteran Superstar. Recapping the past events in WWE. See what a Superstar or Diva does before his or her
match. It is still being published in the United Kingdom though the US edition is no longer being published.
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It was originally known as WWF Victory Magazine from its debut issue in [3] through the third issue of
publication. WWF Magazine would continue to be bi-monthly until June , in which it would become a
monthly operation and a staple of the WWF for the next decade. For several years, WWF Magazine operated
as a kayfabe magazine; stories included biographies of wrestlers and feuds , as well as previews of upcoming
events, editorials, and other features targeted at younger audiences; excerpts from letters to the editor, mainly
from fans commenting on the wrestlers and angles, were also published. In April , the WWF decided to create
a second magazine called Raw Magazine, which became a focus on behind the scenes activity, focusing on
wrestlers real life profiles. Magazine, and would focus solely on the SmackDown! The new WWE Magazine
was designed to move away from being solely a wrestling magazine. In the May issue, a new "Jerk of the
Month" belt debuted with Daniel Bryan wearing the belt in the issue. It replaced the police mugshots which
had been featured since the May issue. It was later replaced with a trophy. The last issue October would be
available on September 16, Although one lengthy column focusing on Superstar Billy Graham was published,
the feature did not appear again. Features a memorable match from WWE Raw. A match is spotlighted using
stats and well-known insight. Usually from the last Pay Per View before the issue is published. A heel
Superstar, Diva, tag team, authority figure, manager, or announcer is profiled with an accompanying photo of
the featured heel holding the "Jerk of the Month" trophy which is a bronze boot previously, the heel wore a
belt. It replaced the police mugshots beginning with the May issue. What would happen if two Superstars
switch places? A Superstar talks about his recent trip in comic book form. An interview with an
up-and-coming Superstar. Dream matches pitting Superstars against past greats are spotlighted. Superstars
discuss their unique scars. Superstars reveal the contents of their lockers. Superstars display items from past
Superstars. A Superstar describes each Superstar in just one word. Veterans Superstars reflect on their WWE
careers. Letters, photos, and artwork submitted from the fans are published. Superstars offer eating and dieting
tips. Superstars discuss their fitness regimens. A different Diva is profiled. The photos are from WWE. A quiz
pertaining to a particular subject is featured. An interview with a veteran Superstar. Recapping the past events
in WWE. See what a Superstar or Diva does before his or her match. It is still being published in the United
Kingdom though the US edition is no longer being published.
Chapter 6 : WWE Magazine's March issue! | WWE
2 Different Covers, 2 Amazing Postersâ€”All In 1 Issue!The April issue is here, and it's too big to be contained under one
cover! So this month, we're giving you two, in addition to a pair of exclusive free posters of the undead Undertaker and
the ultra-hot Kelly Kelly.

Chapter 7 : Out now! 'WWE Magazineâ€™s' April issue! | WWE
Wwe magazine April review John Smith. Loading Unsubscribe from John Smith? Rey Mysterio will be on the cover on
WWE Magazine - Duration: Morda , views.

Chapter 8 : WWE Magazine - Wikipedia
WWE Magazine was the official professional wrestling magazine of racedaydvl.com incarnation of the magazine
contains lifestyle sections, a monthly calendar, entertainment, work out tips, and other information.
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WWE magazine started in in June it became a monthly magazine in a second magazine was called RAW magazine
when that came out WWE magazine becoame Smackdown magazine this lasted until when they bi branded and both
and ECW was in the same magazine.
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